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Layers are the essential image elements. You can edit or crop an image in several ways. Elements from a single layer appear in the foreground, while layers above and below remain in the
background. You can group many layers into one for efficient editing, or simply drag and drop individual layers. In this chapter, you discover the many creative effects that Photoshop can
apply to your images. You find out the basics of how Photoshop interprets the pixels of your image so you can improve details and enhance the colors of your photos. In addition, you
discover how to correct problems such as inaccurate exposure, white balance, and under- or over-sharpening using the tools on your camera or the camera's monitor and how to fine-tune
images for print. The final chapter in the book walks you through a step-by-step process for creating an attractive, professional-quality, print-ready image. Getting Familiar with
Photoshop Elements This section starts with a quick review of how to use the editing program. The rest of the chapter focuses on explaining the different tools that you use when making
changes to your images. This book's downloadable tutorial files are organized with short, easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions that enable you to quickly and easily learn how to use
Photoshop to its full potential. To access the tutorial files, choose File⇒Automate⇒Tutorials. Planning to Work with Photoshop Photoshop is a tool that you need to become familiar with
the first time you take it out of the box. Although a few folks, including some of the authors of this book, use Macs, we focus on Windows for this book. We chose this platform for its
extensive support, centralized installations, and myriad online support resources. Having the ability to search Google for answers to questions as easy as "'output jpg filename with spaces'
without typing quotes" is a tremendous advantage for the typical Photoshop user. If you are an experienced graphic artist, Photoshop has probably been a part of your workflow for years.
If you are new to Photoshop, you may notice that this program is quite different than programs you have worked with in the past. Photoshop uses pixel-level editing. This level of editing
means that Photoshop can examine individual pixels, moving individual pixels around (converting one type of pixel to another), or merging and eliminating pixels altogether. You can use
any type of software that will do the same thing — read this as
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There are more people who already know how to use Photoshop and other graphic design programs than there are people who know how to do it in Elements, but if you’re not one of
them, follow our step by step guide and learn how to use Photoshop Elements in one click. Read Also : How To Create A Meme In Photoshop Elements Our Photoshop Elements guide
comes with tons of examples and other visual resources to give you inspiration for future projects. Whether you are looking to learn how to edit photos, create new images, customize a
logo or learn how to design a website, this is the right place for you. Designing A Logo In this Photoshop Elements tutorial, we will learn to create a simple and unique styled logo for a
fantasy video game. Step 1 Open Photoshop Elements Launch Photoshop Elements and open a new document. Step 2 Draw the Text Draw a simple geometric shape using the Rectangle
Tool. Select the Shape Tool and change the selection mode from Select to Free-Select. Move the shape to the center of the page. Draw some symmetric lines to create the logo’s shape.
Use the Eraser Tool to remove the unwanted part of the shape. Draw some text. This text will be used for the logo’s name. Step 3 Setup the Fonts and Color Open the Type Panel and
change the font. In this case, we will use the lovely font Thee. Next, modify the colors to make the logo more colorful. Step 4 Add Shadow and Additional Effects Open the Layer Panel
(Window>Layer) Double-click on the logo’s layer to open the Layer Style window. Add a Drop Shadow layer style. Use the Ellipse Tool to draw some perfect circles. Step 5 Add More
Effects Open the Add Layer Style window and add some adjustments to the logo. Add a gradient layer style. Use the Gradient Tool to create a thick gradient in a dark black color. Use the
Gradient Overlay layer style to give the gradient a transparencies effect. Use the Gradient Tool to create a thin and light gradient in white color. Use a Gradient Map to create the same
effect. Insert an Inner Shadow layer style. Use the Gaussian Blur filter a681f4349e
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The Sharpen tool can sharpen an image, by removing noise and enhancing its details. This can often be beneficial for retouching images. With the Lens Blur tool, you can distort the depth
of field or blur part of an image. This allows you to blur backgrounds, such as clouds or snow, without blurring the subject. The Gradient tool allows you to apply a gradient to an image
that changes from one color to another, which can be used to add effects such as lighting. The Blur/Sharpen/Emboss/Grain Adjustment tool is similar to the Lens Blur tool. It allows you
to soften edges or apply blur to an image. Pen tools are useful for creating artistic effects. A few of the most common tools include the Brush tool, the Pen tool, the Magic Wand tool, and
the Lasso tool. The Brush tool allows you to draw shapes and images. You can select a brush shape, and use the Brush tool to draw. You can also use the Brush tool to paint. If you select a
Brush preset, it can apply that effect to the current drawing. The Pen tool allows you to draw lines and shapes. You can also select the pixels on the image and create shapes with the Brush
tool. The Magic Wand tool allows you to select an area of the image and add a special effect to the selected pixels. For instance, you can select a color, and it will find all the pixels that
have that color. You can choose between selecting a sample or selecting multiple pixels. The Lasso tool allows you to draw a polygonal selection. It can be used to crop, erase areas of the
photo, and also to resize the image. The Lasso tool is also useful for painting. Embossing images is useful for giving the look of a painted surface or of a stained-glass window. You can
use the Define Brush tool to create colored embossing. To further customize the effect, you can use the Color Burn tool to selectively darken parts of an image. With the Gradient tool,
you can apply a gradient to an image. You can select a preset gradient, or make a custom gradient. You can also use the Gradient tool to add a lighting effect to an image. Adjusting the
color of an image is easy using the Hue/Saturation tool. You can adjust the amount of red, blue, green and purple in an image. Using the Hue/Saturation tool can be
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Q: Chrome extension able to access chat messages but is NOT able to delete messages I have created a chrome extension to delete message in the chatroom. It is the same as the function I
use to delete media files. It works fine in every browser except chrome. However, when the extension is installed for the first time, I have added a flag to block user deletion of chat
message and it works fine for the first time but after that. It is NOT able to delete the message. Below is the function I use to delete message. The chatroom ID is used here. function
deleteMessage(id) { var x = document.getElementById("chatroom"); x.removeChild(x.childNodes[0]); } Below is the function I use to update flag(user can not delete the message). var
uid = chrome.runtime.id; var flag = 'deleteMessage=' + uid; var userHasDeletedFlag = chrome.extension.getBackgroundPage().setting.userHasDeletedFlag;
chrome.storage.local.set({'userHasDeletedFlag': userHasDeletedFlag}); Below is the extension popup which allows user to add a new flag. chrome.storage.local.get(uid, function(item) {
var uid = chrome.runtime.id; var newFlag = item.userHasDeletedFlag; var flag = 'deleteMessage=' + uid; chrome.storage.local.set({'userHasDeletedFlag': newFlag});
chrome.storage.local.get({'userHasDeletedFlag': newFlag}, function(obj) { if (chrome.runtime.id!= obj.userHasDeletedFlag) { alert('Invalid flag'); return; }
chrome.runtime.sendMessage(chrome.runtime.id, {data: 'deleteMessage'}); }); }); Below is the popup content: chrome.runtime.onMessage.addListener(function(message, sender,
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System Requirements:

- Windows XP (32-bit or 64-bit versions), Windows Vista (32-bit or 64-bit versions), Windows 7 (32-bit or 64-bit versions), Windows 8 (32-bit or 64-bit versions), Windows 10 (32-bit or
64-bit versions). - Pentium(R) 4, 3.2 GHz processor or better. - 1 GB RAM. - DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card. - Sound card or speakers compatible with Windows audio playback.
Minimum Supported OS:
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